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Figure 1: Process A
It is easiest to describe how this is achieved with an
example. Consider a model consisting of a pair of proc-
ess as described in Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 3. This
shows a simple model in which there is just one instance
each of two equally simple processes.
Figure 2: Process B
Process A creates a new channel which it calls C2
and writes this value (C2) into the channel it knows as
C1. It then reads a value on the channel it knows as C2
which it calls C3 and stops.
Process B performs actions complementary to proc-
ess A. It first reads a value, which it calls BC2, on the
channel it knows as BC1. It then sends back the channel
it now knows as BC2 on BC2 and stops.
The model M1 shows one instance of process A,
called A1 and one instance of process B called B1. It
also shows that, at the start of execution, the channel
known to A1 as C1 is connected to (or shared with) the
channel B1 knows as BC1.
Figure 3: Model M1
So, assuming synchronous communications, execu-
tion of this model will consist of event E1 of process A1
and event EB1 of process B1 occurring as a pair fol-
lowed by event E2 of process A1 and event EB2 of
process B1. The system then stops.
Following the scheme outlined above, the two proc-
esses A and B could be described as follows:
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The remaining task is to create a composite process
which has the behaviour of M1. For this we need to
create a process which combines one instance each of
process A and process B in such a way that the channel
known to the instance of process A as C1 is the same
channel as that known to the instance of process B as
channel BC1. We could achieve this, for example by
means of a re-naming BC1 to C1 in process B, but this is
hard to generalise. An alternative is to parameterise
processes A and B and then arrange the required "con-
nections" by supplying suitable parameters:
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In this particular instance, we know that the name
"BC2" which appears in the definition of process B ac-
quires its value as an effect of the process reading an-
other channel, so there is no need for it to be supplied as
a parameter. In a more general conversion, this name
needs to be included as a parameter to the process,
though the value supplied would never be used. A simi-
lar argument applies to the name "C2" in the process A.